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Earnings season
Earnings season gets into full swing this week, with a host of big names set to report. (You can find a
list at the end of this report.) We'll also get all the results up in the news section of our website as they
are released. Meanwhile, the market has been rallying nicely today, and I take a look at whether we
can keep it up in today's note.
Also in the Switzer Super Report, Paul Rickard looks at whether it's time to sell Telstra, the broker
wrap highlights two Buys and six Sells, the chart of the week looks at why we need Chinese stocks to
turn urgently, and we explain how to lend to your SMSF at an ultra-low interest rate.
Have a great week.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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August outlook: heading out of the woods
by Peter Switzer
Inch by inch, the key players are muddling through
the economic and financial market dramas that have
played havoc with our wealth, as well as our sleep at
night. Sure, we aren’t out of the woods yet, and if we
were, I’d be screaming it from the rooftops; but we
are definitely heading in the right direction.
And while I totally believe in my sentiments above,
history has shown us that a fool in Europe or a dope
in the US Congress or Greek Parliament can derail
the progress.
What to watch
This week, we’ll be given another update on China’s
recovery, but it’s still early days. I expect to see
something around November that will help market
optimism, but I do like the Shanghai Composite’s
nice run lately. The Chinese index has become an
important lead for our market and it will be a good
guide to how the Chinese economy is recovering.
In Europe, the European Central Bank (ECB)
president Mario Draghi has to come up with some
measures that make European banks look safer while
also bringing the yields on the sovereign bonds of
Spain and Italy down to more sustainable levels. Wall
Street market makers will be listening to Super Mario
and let’s hope he doesn’t end up being a Donkey
‘Nong’! They will be watching bond yields in Europe
as well. If these head in the right direction, so will our
stock prices.
In the USA, the nice report of 163,000 jobs in July
against an expectation of 100,000 was the kind of
good news I was sweating on and if you add the
better-than-expected company reporting, then the
Yanks are poised for a good end-of-year rally,
provided the US Congress doesn’t send the
economy over the so-called ‘fiscal cliff’.

There is also a US election, which has the potential to
rattle confidence. But I believe if China recovers and
the EU and ECB happen to impress markets, then
Wall Street will spike big time, regardless of the
country’s political challenges. Also, I don’t believe
Congress will let the economy fall over the cliff into
recession.
More rate cuts?
At home, after nearly two years of harassing the
Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA), I think they have
largely got interest rates right, though I would like to
see another cut before the year is out. Some experts
can see four rate cuts, such as Stephen Koukoulis,
the former economic adviser to the PM, but I think
that would only be likely if Europe turns to mess and
stock markets plummet. I think he is wrong.
The cash rate at 3.5% is the lowest for two years and
that should gradually help to raise business and
consumer confidence.
Let’s focus on economic growth and jobs because
these two stats paint a fair picture of how crazy our
economy has looked, partly explaining why the RBA
has had difficulty getting the mix right.
In March we learnt that the December quarter growth
figure was 0.4%, taking the annual reading to a low
2.3%, but then in June the March quarter figure was
0.6%, making the annual kick up to 4.3%! Many
economists doubted this figure and it proves my point
that our economy is tricky to read being two-speed.
That said, I think we’re at a turning point where we
will see good and bad news, but the good is starting
to outpoint the bad. Have a look at the latest numbers
below.
Here are the positives:
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• Retail trade rose by 1% in June after a 0.8% rise in
May. Annual spending growth lifted from 2.1% to
3.7%.
• The RP Data–Rismark Home Value Index reported
that capital city home prices rose by 0.6% in July and
apartment prices rose by 0.7%.
• New homes sales rose by 2.8% in June, after rising
by 0.7% in May. Home sales have improved
consistently since hitting 11-year lows in March.
•Private sector credit rose by 0.3% in June after a
0.5% rise in May. Annual credit growth rose from 4 to
4.4%.
• Business credit rose by 0.5% after a 0.8% lift in
May. Business credit is 4.4% higher than a year ago,
marking the best annual growth rate in over three
years.
• Dwelling approvals fell by 2.5% in June, but they
rose by 27% in May!
• The Consumer Price Index rose by 0.5% in the
June quarter, in line with expectations. The CPI
stands just 1.2% higher than a year ago – the lowest
rate in 13 years.

19 of the past 24 months.
• The Performance of Manufacturing index fell by 6.9
points to 40.3 in July – the weakest reading in over
three-years.
• The NAB business confidence index fell from -2.2 to
-2.7 in June – a ten-month low.
As you can see, the negatives are significant but the
weight of pluses and negatives are in favour of the
positive. If we factor in China’s expected recovery,
the USA’s better job numbers and
better-than-expected company earnings reporting, as
well as the possibility that the nincompoops in the EU
are pulling their fingers out, then the chances of our
economy getting gradually better is more likely than
not.
Important information: This content has been
prepared without taking account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular
individual. It does not constitute formal advice.
Anyone should consider the appropriateness of the
information in regards to their circumstances.

• Net household wealth per capita rose from
$$47,269 to $50,786 in the March quarter – the
second consecutive quarterly increase.
• Consumer sentiment rose in July for the third month
in a row with the Westpac Melbourne Institute index
of consumer sentiment showing a 3.7% lift in the
index to 99.1, from 95.6 in May.
• The number of tourists arriving in Australia rose by
3.4% in June to record highs.
• Australia recorded a turnaround on trade with a
deficit of $313 million in May transforming into a small
$9 million surplus in June.
The significant negatives:
• The Performance of Services index fell by 2.3
points to 46.5 in July. The sector has contracted for
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Telstra is trading above $4. Is it time to sell?
by Paul Rickard
Telstra (TLS)

With Telstra trading above $4.00, the obvious
question to ask is, “is it time to get out?” Picking a
‘top’ can be as dangerous as looking for the
‘bottom’ in the market – so with that obvious
caution, here goes.
Some might be surprised I’m even asking this
question. The fact is most Telstra shareholders will
now be in the money. T1 shareholders paid $3.30, T3
shareholders paid $3.60 and if you bought in the past
four years, Telstra is at a multi-year high. (The poor
T2 shareholders who paid $7.40 still have a little way
to go.)
Since bottoming at $2.55 on 18 November last year
(not long after the Future Fund stopped selling), yield
conscious investors have made it a one-way bet on
the Telstra price as the chart above shows. As at
early afternoon today, Telstra was trading at $4.055.
The positives
Let’s start with the reasons why your SMSF should
hang on to Telstra.
The first reason is the 28 cent fully franked dividend.
In May, Telstra re-affirmed this rate for the current
year and the 2013 financial year, holding out the
prospect of “increasing it over time”. As the table

below shows, at a share price of $4.00, the dividend
yield for a fund in accumulation is 8.5% per annum
(pa) after tax, and for a fund in pension, 10% pa.
Hard to beat

Next, Telstra has abandoned (for the time being)
thoughts of becoming a ‘media’ company following
market speculation that it may make a bid for
Channel 9’s holding company. Let’s hope this idea
has been put firmly back in the box, the lid locked and
the keys thrown away.
Finally, Telstra has been winning market share in
mobiles and broadband, and is seeing increased
revenue from network applications and services.
The negatives
Telstra is not a growth story. Total sales revenue in
2007 was $23.7 billion; in 2011, $25 billion – a
compound growth rate of just 1.4% pa. Guidance for
2012 is “low single digit”.
Valuations looked a little stretched. According to
FNArena, the market consensus price target is $3.51.
Telstra is trading on a forecast PE (Price/Earnings)
ratio of 13.8-times for the full-year 2012, and 13-times
for FY2013. Net debt of around $14 billion sees a
gearing ratio of around 54.9%.
Then there are acquisitions. Do you remember
Sensis? Reach? Kaz? Keycorp? Some companies
just have an appalling track record with acquisitions,
and while it’s a different management team under
David Thodey, I’m just not ready to believe that a
monolith like Telstra has the capabilities to make an
acquisition work for shareholders. It should stick to
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being a utility.
Bottom line
With no foreseeable risk on the dividend, it is pretty
hard for an SMSF to sell Telstra at these levels.
There will be some profit taking around these levels,
and in a more bullish environment, Telstra will lag the
general market. It’s too late to buy – and if the
Telstra Board is silly enough to get out the
chequebook, it would be time to bail.
Telstra is due to update the market with its annual
earnings report on Thursday – I will be listening
carefully.
Disclosure: The writer and his super fund are Telstra
shareholders.
Important information: This content has been
prepared without taking account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular
individual. It does not constitute formal advice.
Anyone should consider the appropriateness of the
information in regards to their circumstances.
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The broker wrap: only two stocks rate buy
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck
Changes to stockbroker ratings in the past week

caused BA-ML to lift earnings forecasts and its price
target for the stock. The changes suggest a good
enough outlook to justify a Buy rating.
The confirmation that residential lot sales have been
holding up in a tough market was viewed positively by
BA-ML, which upgraded Stockland to Buy.
Back on the resources side, UBS upgraded Mincor
(MCR) to Neutral given a positive view on
management’s ability to deliver some upside for the
stock.
Downgrade

Changes in broker ratings were weighted to the
downside over the past week, with brokers in the
FNArena database making 11 downgrades compared
with just five upgrades. Total Buy ratings have again
dipped under the 50% level and now stand at 49.9%.
Upgrade
AWE Limited (AWE) enjoyed an upgrade to Neutral
from BA Merrill Lynch given the upcoming catalyst of
drilling at some of the company’s shale oil prospects.

On the downgrade side, Deutsche Bank has lowered
its rating on Commonwealth Bank (CBA) to Neutral
given the view value is no longer compelling at
current levels. As well, Deutsche suggests while
CBA’s upcoming profit result should be solid, there is
unlikely to be enough upside to justify the current
premium to peers.
Meanwhile, Citi cut its rating on National Australia
Bank (NAB) to Hold, a valuation call as the share
price has moved beyond Citi’s target, leading the
broker to suggest there is better relative value in
Westpac (WBC) at present.

BA-Merrill Lynch was also active on the industrial side
of the market, upgrading ratings for Cochlear (COH),
DuluxGroup (DLX) and Stockland (SGP). For
Cochlear the move to Neutral was based on the view
that negatives such as volume weakness are now
factored into the market, meaning no new catalyst to
drive further underperformance.

Property-related stocks also saw a number of
downgrades, with Credit Suisse cutting its rating on
both Commonwealth Property Office (CPA) and
Investa Office (IOF) to Underperform. The changes
reflect the fact office REITs have enjoyed strong
gains over the past two years, so closing the gap
between valuation and book value. An exit from
European assets remains a catalyst for Investa, but in
both cases Credit Suisse suggests there is not
enough total return on offer to justify a higher rating.

Increased top line growth expectations for Dulux

BA-ML has also been active in downgrading ratings in
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the property sector, cutting GPT (GPT), Goodman
Group (GMG) and Lend Lease (LLC) to Sell. While
its adjusted risk assumptions generate price target
increases in each case, relative valuations drive the
changes in ratings.
Citi has also gotten in on the act, downgrading
Westfield Retail Trust (WRT) to Hold. The change
reflects recent share price gains.
Telstra (TLS) has also been downgraded by BA-ML
to Sell, as the broker sees limited valuation upside
following a recent share price rally. Once differences
in earnings per share payout ratios have been
factored in, the broker also suggests the yield on
Telstra is in-line with the All Industrials average.
Among resource stocks, Macquarie has downgraded
Northern Iron (NFE) to Neutral post the company’s
quarterly production report. The report itself led to
modest cuts to earnings forecasts, while recent share
price gains have the stock within 10% of the broker’s
price target.
Saracen Minerals (SAR) was downgraded by BA-ML
to Hold given lowered full-year production guidance
accompanying the June quarter production report.
With the Red October development now likely to take
longer than previously expected, earnings forecasts
and the price target have also been cut.
Changes to earnings forecasts (EF) in cents per
share

Note: FNArena monitors eight leading stockbrokers
on a daily basis. The eight experts are: BA-Merrill
Lynch, Citi, Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, JP
Morgan, Macquarie, RBS and UBS.
Important information: This content has been
prepared without taking account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular
individual. It does not constitute formal advice.
Anyone should consider the appropriateness of the
information in regards to their circumstances.
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It's urgent – Shanghai needs to recover
by Lance Lai
The US Non-Farm Payrolls released on Friday night
our time confirmed my view that the US and Europe
are playing to script. The rally we’re enjoying today,
and that the US enjoyed on Friday night, is a ‘Steady
as She Goes’ muddle through scenario in play.

Shanghai Stock Exchange: Now 2,133 ‘Hanging
in there – just’

The Shanghai index remains at risk and it’s one that
I’m looking at by the hour.
As I highlighted at the end of July, Shanghai’s index
was a leader in recovering from the Global Financial
Crisis (GFC). Shanghai bottomed and recovered 129
days earlier than the US and the world back in
2008/2009. It concerns me that the majority of the
world’s indexes have stabilised but Shanghai is
making and breaking key lows.

Negatives
1) The 200-day moving average is still pointing down.

The question on my mind is, “Are they again leading
us lower?”

2) The minor level of 2,049 did not hold, albeit we’re
now above it.

Positives
1) Support at the 2,100 level has held. There are
minor levels all around, and many levels we could
bounce off now that prices have broken below the
2,134 level.
2) There was no good reason for Shanghai to bounce
on Friday, as illustrated by the last green bar on the
right. Yet it did, and the reason was the market had
correctly seen through the release of the Non-Farm
Payrolls in the US of 163,000 jobs created last month
versus the 100,000 consensus forecast.
3) The market is very sensitive to levels below 2,134.
The 2,100 level is now holding as an important level,
and so will be 2,000 if 2,100 breaks.
4) We are just below my level of 2,134, at 2,133. If we
can flick back above it, then the breach we’ve had
may be viewed as minor and temporary.

3) If the market falls by 15%, it would take us down to
the major level of 1,814. It will be difficult to forward
predict a level this market could or should hold before
this level.
4) As I’ve previously mentioned, we are now through
an important level of 2,172. The first quantitative
easing in the US was on 6 March 2009, which also
marked the low in the US S&P500 index post the
collapse of Lehman Brothers. Shanghai had already
begun to recover, but at that point it was at 2,172,
marking an important level. As much as 2,134 is an
important level, 2,172 is just as important on an
inter-market analysis basis.
5) We really need to see a bounce this week! I have
been saying this for two weeks now. This highlights
the urgency of the need for Shanghai to recover.
Important information: This content has been
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prepared without taking account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular
individual. It does not constitute formal advice.
Anyone should consider the appropriateness of the
information in regards to their circumstances.
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Lend to your fund at a low interest rate
by Tony Negline
Believe it or not, it’s possible for you to lend money
to your super fund at a very low interest rate. But
while it sounds like an attractive proposition for funds
that may be looking to purchase a large asset, the
transaction needs to be made with extreme care.
I first introduced you to this concept a few weeks ago
in: Yes, you can sell and asset to your super fund for
$1 and What assets can I sell to my super fund?.
Today, I’ll delve into the process of charging low
rates to your fund.
Lower than market rate
Charging a very low interest rate on Limited Recourse
Borrowing Arrangements (LRBAs) is a controversial
topic. The low interest rate arises when a related
party of a super fund loans money to the fund at a
rate that is much lower than a super fund would be
able to get from banks and other financial institutions
for LRBA purposes.
Charging a low interest rate raises at least four
issues: the super arm’s length rule, the deemed
contribution provisions, the deemed dividend
provisions, and the general anti-avoidance provisions.
Arm’s length rule
A few weeks ago I discussed the super arm’s length
rule. In that article I explained that you can satisfy this
rule by making sure the super fund isn’t charged an
interest rate that is higher than the prevailing market
rate. In other words, the super fund isn’t losing out.
In such a circumstance, the arm’s length rule won’t
be an issue.
Is it a contribution?
The second issue is the deemed contribution
provisions of the super laws.

Tax Ruling 2010/1 says that when a super fund
acquires an asset for less than its market value, the
difference between that market value and the actual
purchase price is deemed to be a super contribution.
This needs to be reported and assessed for excess
contributions tax purposes because that capital of the
fund has increased.
Now, if you think the ruling applies to low interest
rates on LRBAs, then you would be wrong. Industry
representatives of the National Tax Liaison Group
Superannuation Technical Sub-committee recently
asked the Australian Tax Office (ATO) for its views.
Surprisingly, the ATO said that charging a low interest
rate didn’t increase the capital value of the fund. One
proviso with this view is that there must be an LRBA
loan in place with appropriate documentation,
including the obligation to repay the loan.
It would appear that if you personally borrow $1
million at 7% and then you lend it to your SMSF with
appropriate documentation at 0% then, even though
you’re effectively making a $70,000 payment to the
super fund, in the ATO’s view, you haven’t made a
contribution.
In this case, your interest cost on the borrowed
money isn’t tax deductible. On the other hand if the
fund borrowed the money and you paid the interest
cost, it would be a deemed contribution. Additionally,
if you lent the $1 million to the fund at 7%, but forgave
that interest cost, then it would also be a deemed
contribution.
Dividend provisions
The third issue is the deemed dividend provisions.
These provisions attempt to make sure that private
companies don’t make tax-free distributions to
shareholders or their related parties.
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Loans or other payments to shareholders are deemed
to be dividends. If one of your companies loans
money to your super fund at a low interest rate, then
this would be classed as a deemed dividend and
taxed accordingly.
Anti-avoidance
The fourth point is the general anti-avoidance
provisions. Some experienced super lawyers say
loaning money to a super fund at a low inter¬est rate
instead of the market rate could look like a ‘scheme’
to avoid tax. The ATO might deem the lower interest
costs for the super fund to be a tax benefit.
If you want to enter into a low interest rate loan with
your super fund, I suggest you apply for a Private
Binding Ruling and ask the ATO to look at all the
relevant tax rules that impact you. Your fund should
also apply for ATO SMSF Specific Advice and ask
them to examine the super law provisions. This way
you can be sure you and the ATO are on the same
page.
Important information: This content has been
prepared without taking account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular
individual. It does not constitute formal advice.
Anyone should consider the appropriateness of the
information in regards to their circumstances.
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The week ahead
Australia
Monday 6 August: Job advertisements (July)
Monday 6 August: Monthly inflation gauge (July)
Tuesday 7 August: Reserve Bank Board meeting
Wednesday 8 August: Housing finance (June)
Thursday 9 August: Employment/unemployment (July)
Friday 10 August: Statement on Monetary Policy
Overseas
Thursday 9 August: US Trade (June)
Thursday 9 August: Chinese monthly data
Friday 10 August: US Monthly Budget (July)

Company full-year results
Tuesday 7 August: Cochlear (COH)
Tuesday 7 August: Transurban (TCL)
Tuesday 7 August: Credit Corp (CCP)
Tuesday 7 August: Bradken (BKN)
Tuesday 7 August: Challenger Diversified Property (CDI)
Tuesday 7 August: Leighton Holdings (LEI) *Half-year results
Wednesday 8 August: Coffey International (COF)
Wednesday 8 August: Stockland (SGP)
Wednesday 8 August: Computershare (CPU)
Thursday 9 August: Bunnings Warehouse Property Trust (BWP)
Thursday 9 August: Tabcorp Holdings (TAH)
Thursday 9 August: Telstra (TLS)
Thursday 9 August: Aquarius Platinum (AQP)
Thursday 9 August: Flexigroup (FXL)
Thursday 9 August: Webjet (WEB)
Friday 10 August: Crown (CWN)
Friday 10 August: Goodman Group (GMG)
Monday 13 August: Newcrest Mining (NCM)
Monday 13 August: Downer EDI (DOW)
Monday 13 August: UGL Limited (UGL)
Monday 13 August: JB Hi-Fi (JBH)

Did you know?
Can you list all your administrative responsibilities as trustee of your DIY super fund? If not, get up to speed by
reading Administering your fund on our website.
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